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Abstract 
Measuring the quality of products or services, a challenging task is to reveal clients' satisfaction or sentiment. As people have 
many opportunities to express their opinions using various on-line channels (e.g., discussions, microblogs, social networks), the 
question is whether such data might be used for this purpose. Information hidden in the data includes the reasons why people 
perceive products or services as good or bad, what are the reasons of clients’ satisfaction or dissatisfaction, or what affects their 
sentiment. However, having the needed large amounts of data, it is hardly possible to process it manually. This paper presents a 
method that aims at automatic discovery of sources of human feelings hidden in textual messages that clients produce. For a 
demonstration, messages having a form of freely written reviews containing subjective evaluation of medical services were used. 
During analysis of the data, clusters representing groups of the whole reviews (or individual sentences) with a certain requested 
degree of similarity were created in an unsupervised manner. Then, a decision tree classifier was trained in order to find attributes 
(words) of the reviews that were significant for assigning the reviews to the clusters. Because individual words were sometimes 
not informative enough they were subsequently used as a starting point for searching for frequent multi-word expressions. As a 
result, the list of multi-word phrases representing frequent and important sources of clients’ opinions was presented. 
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1. Introduction 
In the modern electronic era, it has become quite common that different subjects not only have huge amount of 
information available but they can also create it actively. Nowadays, vast majority of data is in the form of textual 
documents. Sources of such documents include electronic markets, recommender systems, social networks, 
personal/professional/corporate blogs, discussion boards, online auctions, electronic communication, and others. 
These documents potentially contain hidden knowledge that might be useful for companies in order to improve their 
products and services, strengthen relationships with their customers, define suitable promotion campaigns, run 
market research that is based on questionnaires with open-ended question, discover public opinion, facilitate 
customers’ purchase decisions, find a community with similar attitudes or interests, and others (Kim et al., 2012; He, 
Zha and Li, 2013; Beránek, 2011; Wagner et al., 2008). 
Collecting successfully the data from many sources and for a long period brings a hard additional problem. 
People cannot, due to the data volume, process the data manually within an acceptable time. On the other hand, 
people, compared to machines (computers), can understand text written in a natural language easily and realize what 
opinion, sentiment, thinking, and point of view is expressed inside. For a computer, it is obviously very difficult to 
extract knowledge hidden in the data because machines are quite different in thinking from us – human beings. 
Despite these difficulties, it is possible – and for huge data volumes simply inevitable – to use the computers for 
revealing the hidden knowledge as they can process huge volumes of data distinctively faster than people do.  
The paper presents a method of a computer based opinion mining from the online data. As a demonstration 
example, one of the possible and topical applications is selected – the analysis of complaints based on which 
subsequent corrective actions in order to retain customer satisfaction might be taken (Fichter and Wisniewski, 2008). 
In the following sections, a non-trivial, machine learning based method that aims at automatic discovery of sources 
of human feelings hidden in textual messages produced by people is presented. For the experiments, messages 
having a form of freely written reviews containing clients’ subjective evaluation of medical services were used. 
2. Related work 
When there exists a set of documents related to one topic, a multi-document summarization approach to find the 
most important parts of the documents can be used. For example, Britsom, Bronselaer and Tré (2012) used a multiset 
merging approach in order to summarize a small set of strongly coherent newspaper articles. The summarization 
often involves extraction of sentences with words occurring frequently (Haghighi, Vanderwende, 2009) which 
sometimes doesn’t bring acceptable results. This approach also requires having the group of strongly related 
documents sharing one common topic/semantics and/or sentiment. 
In order to analyze the semantics or sentiment of text documents, lexicon based or machine learning based 
techniques might be used. The former methods require a lexicon where the words are mapped to their semantic 
value, whereas the latter often need a set of labeled examples (Moreo et al., 2012). The problem is that for many 
tasks there are not enough existing examples, the labeling process is very demanding, or that the lexicons are domain 
dependent. In order to extract relevant aspects of a certain product or service, some kind of ontologies might be used 
as well (Iwashita et al., 2011). 
In order to reveal topics that are sources of dissatisfaction with a service, Tsujii et al. (2013) built a synonym 
dictionary, specified an evaluation expression, and in order to judge affirmative and negative polarity, built an 
evaluation-expression dictionary. This was, however, a demanding process requiring detailed knowledge of the 
given domain. 
Finding how people perceive individual aspects of a product or service requires identification of these aspects. 
This might require a linguistic analysis of the document, e.g., finding nouns or noun phrases (Hu and Liu, 2004; 
Popescu and Etzioni, 2005). 
A rather simple, machine learning based approach combining both unsupervised and supervised techniques was 
proposed by Žižka and Dařena (2013). The presented method enabled automatic extraction of terms characterizing 
groups of topics related to a service.  
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3. The data used in the experiments 
The data used in the experiments come from a publicly available resource – a web site containing information 
about doctors and medical facilities in the USA. Every subject is characterized by its location (state, city), specialty 
(e.g., psychologist, weight loss consultant, pharmacy) and contact information. Clients have a possibility to submit 
a textual description where they express their experience with the particular subject. They accompany their posts by 
some number of stars that evaluate the overall impression of the provided medical service. The number of stars 
ranges between zero, indicating that the client was not satisfied, and five, showing maximal satisfaction.  
In this paper, we focused only on the negative reviews in order to reveal sources of clients’ dissatisfaction. We 
considered reviews marked with zero to two stars as negative ones. The same or similar process can be then applied 
also to positive reviews. 
In order to be able to apply the procedure described below the data needed to be transformed to a suitable form. 
Because the reviews were sometimes quite long and discussed more than one aspect of the provided service the 
reviews were split into smaller units. In our experiments, sentences were considered as meaningful elements of the 
entire review that typically address one selected service property. Although there exist sophisticated and language 
dependent approaches to sentence boundary identification we applied a primitive approach (based a predefined set of 
sentence boundary delimiters) in order to be able to deal with reviews written in different languages equally. From 
the texts, words that appeared less than three times and words shorter that three characters were removed because 
they usually bring no information; this also reduced the dictionary size significantly. 
Every text was subsequently cleaned so it did not contain HTML tags and entities, numbers and special 
characters. Than it was converted to bag-of-words representation which is a representation that is often successfully 
used and can be created in a straightforward way (Joachims, 2002). Each document was represented by a feature 
vector where individual elements of the vector corresponded to the words contained in the reviews and their values 
were calculated according to their presence or absence in the text. As a local weight, the frequency of the word was 
used. No global weighting was used in the experiments since the previous experiments showed no or marginal 
impact on the results. 
Initial experiments showed that the clustering process, intended for automatic categorization of the data, 
generated clusters where the topics document groups were not clearly separated and it was very difficult to decide 
what was typical for individual clusters. Therefore, the general stop words (irrelevant attributes) were removed so 
the documents contained mostly words that were somehow important. 
4. Description of the experiments  
Although every person might have his or her own impressions regarding a particular service and these 
impressions might be expressed in many different ways we can assume that in a sufficiently large set of opinions 
some common patterns can be found. Generally, it is not possible to say in advance what are the major and minor 
topics in a collection of documents and how many of such topics do exist. This problem might be solved by 
application of an unsupervised technique called clustering intended for categorization of the given instances. The 
clustering procedure tries to divide the given instances (text documents in this case) between the defined (or 
automatically found, depending on a particular algorithm) number of groups (clusters). The fundamental idea is that 
each cluster contains instances having the same (or similar) feature values – that is, values of attributes describing 
the instances. It is up to a user what features play the predominant role and it is a very important matter because 
those features are responsible for the degree of similarity. Therefore, to avoid noise coming from irrelevant features, 
it is desirable to remove the irrelevant ones, if possible.  
Having the groups (categories) of documents that are somehow similar or close, it is possible to build a classifier 
that is able to assign a category label to every, even unknown, document. Classification algorithms used for 
categorization of textual data include probabilistic classifiers, decision trees, decision rules, example-based 
classifiers, support vectors machine or neural networks. It is very difficult to compare individual methods because 
the experiments often run under different circumstances, use different sampling, preprocessing etc. Generally, 
support vectors machine, instance based classifiers, neural networks and decision trees bring acceptable results 
(Sebastiani, 2002, Žižka, Dařena, 2011a).  
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In this investigation, the decision trees as classifiers were used because they are able to explain why a certain 
instance should be assigned to a specific class – the reason is that each individual branch from the tree root to one of 
its leaves in fact constitutes a rule having the form IF antecedent is true THEN execute consequent. A tree node 
(including the root) represents a question whether a certain condition is (or is not) true. A sequence of questions 
(a conjunction) creates the antecedent, while a leaf represents the consequent. A rule represents a knowledge form 
that is easily understandable by humans, for example, IF wordi = unfriendly AND wordj = expensive THEN doctor 
is bad simply means that a bad doctor (a negative class) contains a review with words unfriendly and expensive. 
Often not just the binary representation of an antecedent (is/is not) is sufficient; in such a case, a node can ask what 
is the frequency (or a weighted frequency) of a given word. 
In addition, decision trees generated by inductive machine-learning algorithms (generalization of many concrete 
data samples) provide another useful result: relevant attributes (in our case, relevant words). Each review contains 
various words, however, only some of them are relevant for assigning a review to a given class. For example, if the 
word unfriendly has a high frequency in negative reviews, it can play an important role for assigning a negative class 
to reviews with this word, while if the word expensive appears very rarely, its role may be quite negligible. When 
a tree is generated from so called training samples with known classes, each attribute is tested how much it 
contributes to the correct classification and only those attributes, which contribute to the separation of reviews 
belonging to different classes, are included in the tree for questioning. As a result, typically only a fraction of words 
play significant role – and looking for such words, it was one of the tasks of this investigation. 
After finding what (i.e., what attributes) is relevant for assigning documents to their categories it is necessary to 
use this information in order to provide knowledge that would be useful for humans. When the knowledge of 
significant attributes is not enough a deeper analysis, involving also processing the original documents might be 
needed. The original documents contain the text understandable for people so it is desirable to use some portion of 
the original data. This task might be limited to finding entire reviews containing some of the significant words, 
a more elaborated analysis focused on finding significant multiword expressions, or a combination of both methods. 
4.1. Clustering 
Clustering as the most common form of unsupervised learning enables automatic grouping of unlabeled 
documents into subsets called clusters. The clusters are coherent internally and must be clearly different from each 
other to express their own distinct information. If the clusters are good and reliable they can be successfully used as 
classes. Clustering has been many times successfully used for organizing and searching large text collections, for 
example, in automatic creation of ontologies, summarizing, disambiguating, and navigating the results retrieved by 
a search engine (Dhillon and Modha, 1999). 
One of the simplest and often used clustering methods is k-means algorithm. Essentially, using the available 
training instances, this algorithm iteratively adapts the initial randomly generated k cluster centroids' positions. The 
repeated bisection clustering method is basically a sequence of cluster bisections lasting until k clusters are obtained. 
Graph-partitioning based clustering comes out from partitioning a graph representing objects to be clustered. 
Vertices of the graph represent the documents and links the relationships between them in terms of similarity. The 
graph is subsequently split into clusters using the min-cut graph partitioning algorithm. During assigning the 
documents into the clusters a particular clustering criterion function defined over the entire clustering solution is 
optimized (Karypis, 2003).  
The similarity measure is a key factor influencing the clustering process and depends on the specific problem. 
The similarity can be expressed in various ways and is based on distance between the instances: the closer, the more 
similar. Often, the Euclidean distance (the rectilinear one in an abstract hyper-plane vector space) is quite sufficient, 
however, depending on a specific task or data, other distances can be applied, for example, cosine (vector dot-
product), Minkowski, Manhattan, Chebyshev, Hamming, Mahalanobis, Pearson's correlation coefficient and others, 
see, for instance, (Kaufman, Rousseeuw, 2005; Huang, 2008). 
Cluster validation is an important part of the clustering process. It includes procedures evaluating the results of 
clustering in a quantitative fashion. However, it requires some prior information about the classes of the objects to be 
clustered. 
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During previous experiments (Žižka, Burda and Dařena, 2012), certain clustering parameters were investigated. 
The experiments demonstrated that with application CLUTO (Karypis, 2003) using k-means algorithm with cosine 
similarity measure and H2 criterion function produced results with the lowest entropy in the clusters. Thus the same 
setting was used in this work.  
The 50,000 documents (sentences) used in the experiments were grouped into 10, 25, and 50 clusters because it 
was not known how many important topics were hidden in the entire document collection. As it was shown in Žižka 
and Dařena (2013), too low number of clusters might result to a situation when there are clusters without a clearly 
separated topic and higher number of clusters causes that two or more clusters have the same or very similar topic. 
4.2. Building the decision trees and revealing the significant words 
For generating the decision trees, the popular algorithm known as c5/See5 was applied; see, for example, the 
original work describing its forerunner c4.5 in (Quinlan, 1993) as well as its used commercial implementation 
(Quinlan, 2014). The algorithm is based on increasing the information content via minimization of entropy H(X), 
0.0 ≤ H(X) ≤ 1.0, where X is a random variable taking real numerical values. When all positive and negative reviews 
are together in one set, the entropy (chaos) is maximal. The goal is to transform that “intermingled” set into subsets, 
which contain (if possible) only reviews belonging to one class – the maximal information, or, minimal entropy. 
Given a set of training samples, c5 looks for a word that splits the set between subsets the average entropy of which 
is lower than the one of the original set. As long as the entropy could be decreased, the same procedure repeats 
recursively for each of the gradually created subsets on lower tree levels; ideally, the minimum entropy value 
H(X)min = 0.0, but practically it can be > 0.0, which means that the classifier works with a certain error. After 
reaching the minimal possible entropy, the tree leaves are subsets containing only (for H(X) = 0.0) or mostly (for 
0.0 < H(X) < 1.0) members of one class, depending on the border that separate the classes. In reality, classes can 
overlap or the border can be non-linear, and then the decision tree may provide not an optimal result. 
The entropy computation uses the equation suggested by Claude Shannon in the classical, well-known article 
(Shannon, 1948), ܪሺܺሻ ൌ െ݌ሺܺሻ  ݌ሺܺሻǡ where ݌ሺܺሻ is the (a posteriori) probability of X. The probability was 
here computed from each word frequency. Ideally, when a set contains only members of one class, the probability of 
any randomly selected class instance = 1.0, thus the set is “clean”, H(X) = 0.0. When a set Si is split between 
n subsets Tj in this way, where 2 ≤ j ≤ n, then the average entropy of the subsets Tj must be less than the entropy of 
Si, otherwise the splitting is finished. 
As the significant words, words that appear in the branches of decision tree were considered. Because each word 
was differently relevant to every class it was necessary to quantify the importance of each word in relation to each of 
the classes. The individual word-class importance was weighted according to the frequency of the word in all the 
branches combined leading to specific categories. The authors used a weight that balanced the frequency when 
a word was used for classification and the correctness of the classification (Dařena and Žižka, 2011). As the result, 
a list of significant words for each of the classes together with their weight was obtained. 
4.3. Looking for significant multiword expressions and representative reviews 
The extraction of significant multiword expressions was based on the identified significant words for individual 
clusters and used also the words of the original reviews. The words without significant meaning (stop words) were 
removed first in order to prevent extraction of expressions containing mostly the stop words having no meaning 
which is otherwise quite often (Žižka and Dařena, 2011b). After that, each word of the reviews was successively 
compared to the list of significant words of the corresponding cluster to ensure it was the word significant for 
classification. If the word was present in the list a window containing the words in the proximity was created. The 
size of the window could be modified to get different results. This process provided the tuples of words from which 
the list of possible combinations was created. The algorithm took into account only the combinations containing at 
least one significant word. This was done for each word of the review. Finally, the frequency of each combination 
for the entire group of reviews was calculated and for each cluster their frequencies were sorted in descending order. 
Because the individual significant words and multiword expressions sometimes didn’t have a sufficient 
informative value their semantic background without seeing the complete reviews would be hidden. Thus, the 
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reviews in their original form containing significant words and expressions were filtered and presented to the user. 
Because of availability of the importance of every significant word or information regarding the frequency of 
occurrences of word and expressions the reviews might be sorted according to their significance.  
5. Results 
The above mentioned procedure enabled to identify coherent groups of documents (sentences from clients’ 
evaluations of medical services) and the words that were relevant for assigning the documents to these groups. 
These words were used in order to reveal the sources of clients’ dissatisfaction in a form understandable for human. 
Sometimes were the identified words in a group clearly semantically related, see Fig. 1, and could very well 
identify the major topic of the group. Sometimes, because of bigger diversity of the documents, the individual words 
didn’t have a high informative value. In that case it was necessary to analyze the original documents with the 
knowledge of relevant attributes. As the prior information for analysing these reviews the lists of significant words 
and expressions were used. 
 
Fig. 1. Examples of the most important words in one of the clusters – the words are strongly related to a negative attitude of the staff or doctors to 
the patients.  
One of the outputs of the above mentioned procedure were the lists of significant multiword expressions for 
every created cluster of reviews. In most cases these expressions brought more information that just the lists of 
significant words. After seeing these expressions one can derive the dominant topic or feeling hidden in the given 
cluster – see Fig. 2 for examples of multiword expressions for selected clusters. 
 
Fig. 2. Examples of significant multiword expressions for several clusters. Some major aspects of the service, important feelings or topics might 
be identified based on them. 
Because the multiword expressions sometimes still didn’t have a sufficient informative value the original reviews 
were analyzed with the knowledge of significant words and significant expressions. The reviews were in their 
original form without removed stop words and infrequent words. The reason was the fact that the reviews without 
stop words were often very badly readable for human and sometimes the sense of the reviews disappeared. 
The reviews were analyzed with the knowledge of words and expressions significant for the cluster to which the 
review belonged. This led to discovery of the topics that were not obvious after analysis of the lists of significant 
front  completely unfriendly thought  doctors 
service extremely poor  unprofessional horrible 
appointment, called, make  another, appointment, make   
appointment, day, first   appointment, scheduled, time 
 
ever, experience, worst   dentist, ever, worst  dental, experience, worst 
doctor, ever, worst    dental, ever, experience  ever, seen, worst 
 
back, go, never, will   back, ever, go, never, will 
never, office, return, will  back, go, never, office, will 
 
appointment, feel, like, pointless  extremely, irritated, like, seemed 
didn, feel, like, t   appointment, like, rush, trying 
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words, see Fig 3 and Fig. 4. It was given by the fact that one or a few aspects of the provided service or the feelings 
perceived by the clients might be expressed in different words, see Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3. Examples of reviews identified as one of the most important in one of the clusters, based on presence of significant words. All of reviews 
express clear dissatisfaction and a belief of the clients that they will not visit the doctor any more, although the words used in the reviews are 
different. 
 
Fig. 4. Examples of reviews from one of the clusters, containing frequent multiword expressions. All of them discuss the staff. 
6. Discussion and conclusions 
The above mentioned process enabled extraction of some most important aspects of a service as expressed by the 
clients in their reviews. The process used a non-trivial combination of unsupervised and supervised methods of 
knowledge discovery in text data with subsequent analysis of the original reviews. As a result lists of words, 
expressions, and entire reviews describing the most important aspects of the evaluated service were provided. 
Because of high diversity of the reviews (different length, style) and many aspects discussed in many different ways, 
extracting the most important points was not an easy task like in the case of, e.g., summarization of newspaper 
articles.  
Automatic categorization of the entire reviews did not lead to sufficiently homogeneous solutions because of 
many topics mentioned in the document. Splitting the reviews into individual sentences and their subsequent 
categorization reduced this problem on one hand; on the other hand it enabled emerging of sentences that were 
clearly positive, even we processed only negative reviews. This was caused by the fact that the clients sometimes 
mentioned their negative and positive experience with the service in one review. Because we focused only on 
processing the negative reviews and we supposed that the reviews were negative we didn’t filter these undesirable 
data. Then, positive and negative sentences having almost the same words might be considered very similar, e.g., 
“Their staff was friendly enough” and “The staff was not friendly at all giggling at the front desk”. 
Sometimes two or more clusters might discuss a similar topic which is caused by using a clustering algorithm 
that is forced to create a given number of document categories. The lists of significant words for different groups 
then might be similar and discovering the typical features might be a difficult task.  
The future research will focus on processing documents written in other languages (this might be interesting in 
the process of internationalization, see, e.g., Kubíčková and Peprný, 2011), application of different approaches to 
clustering, e.g., hierarchical (top-down) partitioning without a given number of clusters, driven by a measure of 
Find someone else 
I will never ever return 
My family will never ever go back 
I recommend going somewhere else 
 
The office staff is next to useless and was actually rude to me on the phone 
and listened to nothing I was telling them. 
Although the doctors are very knowledgeable and make your child 
comfortable the front office staff is absolutely horrible. 
Bonomo’s office is trying to scam patients to pay for unnecessary procedures 
or him and his staff lack the knowledge to properly diagnose their patients. 
Office staff is rude and argumentative. 
Their staff was friendly enough. 
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internal coherence of the clusters, sentiment oriented filtering of the processed reviews, and eliminating the problem 
of having the same significant words in more than one cluster by giving higher weights to more specific words 
(words appearing in fewer groups of documents). This should lead to an improved separation of individual aspects 
of the service and better characterization of them. 
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